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This book was originally released as The Devil Within in 2014. It has been rewritten.When Alicia
Bellows is found beaten to death behind an abandoned nightclub, Tate Valley, California Detectives
Alexis Adams and Penelope Dao are on the case. Aliciaâ€™s murder leads them to a host of
possible suspects including Aliciaâ€™s married lover, and one of her closest friends who might
know more about Aliciaâ€™s murder than she lets on.Alexis becomes even more obsessed with
getting Grant Copeland while sacrificing her job and relationship with Kevin Reed. Kevin gets
jealous of Alexisâ€™ attention on Grant and wonders if sheâ€™ll ever move on from the past. The
lovers vowed to let nothing keep them apart, but Grant might be too much of a distraction for their
romance to survive.Alexis comes up with a master plan to get Grant to admit his sins, but soon
realizes that it wonâ€™t be easy to beat the player who invented the game.Warning: This book
contains a strong black heroine on a mission, a horny hero who will do anything for his woman, and
sex so sinful itâ€™ll make you forget your religion!
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This portion of this series is getting really good because now Kevin is beginning to see Grant for

who he really is. Lexi is trying her best to get Grant but it's not happening quick enough for
her.Kevin is going crazy trying to keep Lexi away from Grant but us having no such luck. When
Grant sits outside of Lexi house after her and Kevin has made love Kevin Starr's losing his patience
and if it's one thing you don't do is mess with Lexi.This is a great series if you have read the Bruised
series by Stacy then you will love this one as well.

Sinner's Paradise. I received this book as an ARC member in return for an honest review. This
series is exciting! I didn't think Stacy - Deanne could top the last book but she did. This book is so
intense and dramatic. The murder in the story was very twisted. I did not guess the murderer. It was
a shocker! Alexis and Kevin's relationship is getting strained because of Grant. Alexis is obsessed
with finding dirt on Grant and may lose Kevin because of her secret tactics. I enjoyed this book!
Can't wait for the next book.

The storyline of this series is getting old. While the sex between Kevin and Lexi is entertaining the
rest of the book was lacking. The big murder case was s let down when the killer was revealed.
Lexi's constant obsession with Grant is ridiculous. She is constantly doing stupid things with little
regard to anyone else. Then she has the nerve to get mad at her best friend and boyfriend. Grant's
desire to have dinner with Lexi is creepy. I hope all is resolved in the next book and is not dragged
out.

I seriously could not get enough of this book. Kevin and Alexis had the best sex ever and even I
was jealous. It took me to another world as I turned the pages and I just didn't want it to end. That
Grant was really causing things to become hectic, but I was shocked when I got to the end. This is
something I would recommend to all new readers of BWWM romance. Stacy is one of my favorite
authors and this book was not a disappointment. I am looking forward to another one similar to this.
Great read!!

Twenty six year old Alicia is murdered and two deceives Penelope and Alexis are on the case to
find her killer. This is a suspenseful tale of love, drama and romance. Ms. Stacy Deanne has done it
again in writing a creative work of art! Keep up the great work.
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